Teacher Toolbox

Teams Toolbox
Meeting Features
(whiteboard, hand
raise, etc)

Creating a Meeting,
setting
permissions, and
copying link to GC

Waiting Room and
students as
attendees not
participants

Scheduling a Teams
meeting & posting the
link into Google
Classroom if you
made teams.

Making a meeting in
the browser or the
app (meeting options
not included in video)

How can I invite
myself to a meeting?
It does not take!
Help!

Recording the
Meeting

Hang up the call

How to play the
sound from your
video on a live
Teams so
participants can
hear.

How to make a split
screen to see two
windows at once

Finding your
recorded Teams
meeting & adding the
recording to your GC
from a Team channel
(if you made Teams
in the Teams app)

Creating Groups in
the Stream (if you
have NOT made
Teams in the
Teams app)

Sharing Videos to
Groups From the
Stream

Easily create an
email group of your
Team members after
you create a Team

Google Classroom Toolbox

Signing in and
Creating a Class

Creating Topics

Creating an
Assignment

Posting
Slides/Docs/Forms

Grading an
Assignment

Returning an
Assignment

Keep important
things at the top of
the Classwork Page

How to return a
Student Assignment
that they turned in
with no work or
incorrect work so that
it becomes an
Assignment for them

to do again
How students can
find the feedback you
give in GC (since it
does not email them)

Finding the answers
Move with ease
How to re-use a
to your Google Forms between assignments post in GC
that need to be
graded by you

Gradebook to keep
track of student
assignments using
Google Sheets - Click
File - Make a Copy

Organizing the
Google Classroom
by Week and
adding the Teams
link

My VR Spot

How to assign
differentiated work
--i.e a modified quiz
for some and an
unmodified for
another.

Where to find a
Virtual Lesson
Template that is
clean and yours each
time you need one

Immersive Reader

Google Docs

Google Docs

Creating a hyperdoc

How to “Make a Copy” of a
Google Doc

Google Docs - Level 2 -

Sharing a Google Doc

Making a document so others
can edit

Making a document that
others are unable to edit

Google Slides

Google Slides

Creating a hyperdoc

Level 2 - Using commenting
features to give specific
feedback to students

Google Forms

Google Forms

How to Make a Copy of a
Google Form

How to find Google Form
results--

Google Docs
Using commenting
features to give specific
feedback to students

How students find teacher
comments in GC

How to make a Matching
Quiz

Feedback Toolbox
Using Screencastify to
provide feedback to
students

Nearpod Toolbox

Nearpod 101

Nearpod Finding and Saving
Lessons from the Library

Uploading a PPT to Nearpod

Ed Tech Tools Toolbox
Flocabulary
JCS Registration Link
Explaineverything.com Free
virtual interactive whiteboard
for live calls

Flipgird - Michelle

Flipgrid error “your email or
domain not allowed to join” fix

